
DAILY NEWS 
UPDATES

FEDERAL NEWS
• Air Canada reportedly hoping that the federal government will block its purchase of Air Transat as it 

awaits a final decision from transport minister Marc Garneau. Experts speculate that Air Canada is 
now looking for an escape out of its proposed $720 million acquisition of Transat A.T.

• Prime minister Trudeau to join 50 other country leaders and major organizations as Britain hosts  
an international pledging conference aiming to raise $10 billion for GAVI, the vaccine alliance.  
The organization aims to provide and distribute vaccines to less developed countries.

PROVINCIAL NEWS
• According to the Quebec government, restaurants and terraces will be allowed to open outside 

the greater Montreal area as of June 15th. However, safety measure will still need to be top of mind 
such as arranging tables for the 2-meter distance and a 10-party maximum per table.

• The Quebec government alongside the Fonds de Solidarité, or FTQ will spend $150 million over five 
years to help develop the life sciences sector. This allotted amount will go to support Quebec life 
sciences companies as well as technology centers.

USA NEWS
• More companies are getting into the electric vehicle game. GM motors are now developing an 

electric van aimed at business users. This initiative represents a multi-billion-dollar strategy for 
GM in a potentially lucrative market.

• U.S. air carriers saying they are burning through $10 billion in cash monthly since demand has 
been cut down to a fraction and have parked more than half their planes. Despite a $25 billion 
assistance from the government, many petitioned to stop services to airports with low demand.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• Major banks are backing China’s security laws for Hong Kong. HSBC and Standard Chartered 

stating that these laws can help maintain long-term stability and they would contribute to a stable 
business environment. Although HSBC headquarters are in London, HK is its largest market. 

• Germany’s chancellor, Merkel, agrees to massive €130 billion stimulus package aimed at short-term 
consumer spending and getting businesses to invest again. The stimulus will go to developing the 
5G network, improve railways and give double incentives for electric vehicles.
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